
     The Richard Oakes’ book, “Mary Baker Eddy’s Six Days
of Revelation,” we find the following vital information:

     “To Mrs. Annie M. Knott, C.S.D., Principle of the Detroit
Christian Science Institute, she gave warning that the time
might  come when medical  thought  might  be so organized
that it would make the practice of Christian Science almost
impossible. The remedy given was not the counter power of
Christian Science churches, but:”       

      ‘When (that) time comes I want my students to take
every means possible to make Science and Health available
to the whole world.’ (Quoting Mary Baker Eddy).THE TIME
IS NOW, and in response to Mrs. Eddy’s direction above, the
Mary Baker Eddy Science Institute and the Christian Science
Foundation & Research Library, Cambridge,    England, are
privileged to share a deep study of   “Science and Health
With  Key to  the Scriptures,”  narrated on cassette  disc  by
Gordon Brown.

     This study will constitute the Mary Baker Eddy Science
Institute Lessons for the coming year. The cassette disks are
available upon request. We will send out sets of two or three
chapters at a time.

     Each student will be able to listen at his or her own pace
and we will send them out as needed.  What follows is an
introductory  commentary  by  the  Christian  Science
Foundation and Library, Cambridge England.



We are introducing the first part ofa remarkable series of recordings made

over a period of twenty-five years by W. Gordon Brown. They are part ofa

collection held by the Christian Science Foundation in England, which have

recently been transferred from cassettes to CDs.

The series, consisting of five parts, begins with a study of Science and

Health, which follows Mrs. Eddy's instruction in this book about how to do

it. The wonder of the textbook as its full title, "with Key to the Scriptures",

indicates is that it brings to light the spiritual and scientific meaning of the

Bible as a whole as it unfolds from Genesis to Revelation.

In the second epistle of Peter he writes: "But, beloved, be not ignorant of

this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a

thousand years as one day" (3:8). Many editions of the King James Bible

head each page with a date, beginning with 4004 BC for chapter one of

Genesis. This book opens with seven days of creation which, together with

the spiritual exegesis of these days in the Christian Science textbook, sheds

light on the four thousandyears of the Old Testament and with the advent of

Christ Jesus which opens the New Testament, beginning the fifth thousand-

year period. The history of World Civilization itself is assumed to begin

around 4000 BC, and the present century opens the seventh thousand-year

period. Thus each day of creation presents the symbols that illumine

human history and enables it to be translated out of time.

The series continues with The Nothingness of Animal Magnetism, a

translation of astrology into the woman's crown of "twelve stars" as









  

As everything we do is on a free or donation basis this
is also.  Anyone desiring to donate to the support of the
program may use the Foundation PayPal now activated
on the site.
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